ADDENDUM #3

RFP#: VT-208-18268-000
Construct Chiller Plant Phase II

Date: January 31th, 2019

Issued By: Bob Blackwell, Contracts Officer
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
University Design and Construction (0129)
90 Sterrett Facilities Complex
230 Sterrett Drive
Blacksburg, Virginia 24061
(540) 231-4775
(540) 231-9345
rcb05@vt.edu

All documents associated with Addendum #3 can be accessed at:
• https://drive.google.com/open?id=1IKtNMTbUjqlQbkFToiDHAMy2ieCQHZ0l

A summary of all changes is provided below:

1) **BID FORM**
Replace the Bid Form with the revised Bid Form. Changes to the form include updates to the Division 25 Controls and Instrumentation costs on page 5 of 8.

2) **SPECIFICATIONS**
23 0529 Mech Supporting Devices Replace this section with the attached revised section.

23 2116 Pipe and Pipe Fittings
Replace this section with the attached revised section.

23 2118 Valves
Replace this section with the attached revised section.

3) **DRAWINGS**
Sheet M.1.204
Replace this sheet with the attached revised sheet.

Sheet M.1.205
Replace this sheet with the attached revised sheet.

Sheet M.1.301
Replace this sheet with the attached revised sheet.
Sheet M.1.302
Replace this sheet with the attached revised sheet.

Sheet M.1.402
Replace this sheet with the attached revised sheet.

Sheet M.1.404
Replace this sheet with the attached revised sheet.

Sheet M.2.203
Replace this sheet with the attached revised sheet.

Sheet M.2.205
Replace this sheet with the attached revised sheet.

Sheet M.2.402
Replace this sheet with the attached revised sheet.

Sheet M.2.404
Replace this sheet with the attached revised sheet.

RESPONSES TO CONTRACTOR REQUESTS FOR INFORMATION
Responses to eighteen (18) RFIs are included.

END OF ADDENDUM #3